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I. African-American Tradition of Dual Psyche
　　The idea of hiding behind the mask of elaborate images and still keeping the hidden reality deep 
in the heart is a long-discussed theme not only in the African-American literary tradition but also in 
the who1e cultural context of black life in America. As the critic Edward Margolies once summarily 
wrote:
In order to sustain himself in the American environment, the Negro has had to fashion a culture 
that could preserve some semblance of his dignity and at the same time would not appear to 
threaten the paranoid white civilization . . . . One of the most characteristic expressions of Negro 
culture for the outside world, a carry-over from slavery days, is the grinning minstrel mask. 
The Negro has had to intuit the role the white man expected him to play, and then to play it. But 
within the Negro community, an altogether different situation obtains. Movements, gestures, 
dress, speech rhythms, verbal imagery, all express nuances of meaning sealed off, in part at least 
from the white world. (107-28)
This seemingly simple duality of the black man’s behavior and his mind―that is, his exterior 
appearance and his inner reality―is actually the duality of two inner sections of his mind. Appearance 
sometimes comes to form a part of reality, and the black man’s hiding behind the mask originally for 
his survival becomes, after some period, a part of his consciousness. Black writers have insistently 
coped with this inner duality, because it is a painful mental situation, a psychic hell and, as Amiri 
Baraka calls it in Theodore R. Hudson’s From Leroi Jones to Amiri Baraka, “Negro sickness” (9). 
It is a sickness because the reality the black man has suppressed or has originally been forced to 
suppress since the days of slavery is nothing but his very humanity and manhood. Thus, the task of 
breaking through the hiding mask and fully exposing the reality has occupied black writers to the 
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extent that until they solve the problem of this sickness, they are hardly able to proceed to any other 
literary theme of a man under the condition of both physical and mental freedom.
　　In his The Souls of Black Folk (1903), with the concept of “double-consciousness, ” W. E. B. 
DuBois made the first effort to discuss explicitly the dual mentality of the African-American who is 
“born with a veil, and gifted with second-sight in this American world,―a world which yields him no 
true self-consciousness, but only lets him see himself through the revelation of the other world” (214-
15). DuBois says:
It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at one’s self 
through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in 
amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his twoness,―an American, a Negro; two souls, two 
thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideas in one dark body, whose dogged strength 
alone keeps it from being torn asunder. (215)
DuBois is especially irritated by those blacks who have degraded themselves to “a clownish, simple 
creature . . . foreordained to walk within the Veil . . . in sheer self-defense” (271). DuBois knows that 
the appearance originally intended as the means of survival has already been transformed into a part of 
one’s consciousness. One cannot simply turn back and throw away what one has once taken into one’s 
consciousness, and therefore the only way left for the black man is to transcend this situation: that is, 
to continue the strife “to attain self-conscious manhood to merge his double self into a better and truer 
self” (215) so that black people will dig out and harvest “the rich and bitter depth of their experience, 
the unknown treasures of their inner life, the strange renderings of nature they have seen” (284).
　　While DuBois offered the problem of black man’s duality to be solved by merging the divided 
psyche and especially by focusing on the negation of the “clownish” part, Eugene O’Neill，in The 
Emperor Jones (1920), made his contribution to black writers by an experimental means―depicting 
the other part of the black man’s psyche as the Jungian collective unconscious. What DuBois regarded 
as a basically human quality and avoided discussing fully, is for O’Neill, the collective archetype 
peculiar to one’s own racial experience.1 The play, with its double structure of the realistic setting (the 
first and the last scenes) and Jones’ dream world (the scenes between), reveals the falseness of Jones’ 
acquired consciousness, which is as fictitious as his white-washed palace, and the deep reality in his 
collective racial memories such as fear, rage, and hatred, all of which have been formed since his 
ancestors left their native land. Running through the symbolically dark forests and hearing the heart-
beat tom-tom drums from the depth of the darkness, Jones experiences the time-reversed journey to 
slavery, the auction, and Africa, the memories of which he and other members of the race can never 
shed even through three hundred years’ conscious effort to pursue the fictitious identity of  imposed 
by double-consciousness. O’Neill’s experiment has been proved to be quite influential to the new 
black writers, for going deep into the dream world or the unconscious part of the black psyche gives 
them the possibility to transcend the painful duality and the possibility to search for some unknown 
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positive force hidden in the long suppressed African-American existence.
　　Richard Wright fully expressed DuBois’ dual world in his autobiographical novel Black Boy 
(1945), in which Wright survives, trying to keep his humanity and, at the same time, trying to suppress 
his spontaneous human action which would lead to danger, self-destruction or premature death. The 
price of survival is his painful recognition of the “wide gap between his own consciousness and what 
he was allowed in the white world,” “the antipathy between his own mode of being and the Jim Crow 
life style” (Primeau 15). In Native Son (1940), however, the collective memory that O’Neill has 
suggested is developed and given the form of violence, the very action of Bigger Thomas’ murder of 
a white girl, Mary. With the help of Marxist theory, Wright indeed negates the false ideology of white 
America under the superstructure of which black people are forced to have a false consciousness of 
“sweet other-woldly submissiveness” (Wright, ‘How’ xii), the subservient ethics of Jim Crow, for 
their survival. But what finally prevents Bigger from acquiring Marxist self-consciousness, which 
will lead to class-consciousness, is Bigger’s “organism” (Wright, ‘How’ xvi), the rhythm of his life, 
the ceaseless cycle of fear, silence, hunger and the urge for violence. Bigger’s murder of Mary is, 
in a sense, not accidental, but it occurs in a dreamlike―though, at the same time, deadly realistic―
situation: “he had been dreaming of something like this for a long time” (Wright, Native 88). Bigger’s 
final words terrify even the Marxist lawyer Max, who in court desperately tries to represent Bigger 
and explain the discourse of his life:
“Mr. Max, you go home. I’m all right . . . . Sounds funny, Mr. Max, but when I think about what 
you say I kind of feel what I wanted. It makes me feel I was kind of right . . . . I reckon I really 
didn’t want to kill. But when I think of why all the killing was, I begin to feel what I wanted, 
what I am . . . . I didn’t want to kill! . . . But what I killed for, I am!　It must’ve been pretty 
deep in me to make me kill! I must have felt it awful hard to murder.” (Wright, Native 391-92, 
emphasis original)
Wright is showing through Bigger’s action and his existence, which even Bigger himself cannot 
explain, the great gap between the discourse of life and life itself, the gap between consciousness and 
the organism, the gap between “the moral” and the reality of the “horror of Negro life in the United 
States (Wright, ‘How’ xxxiii). Wright’s aim is that the gap should “make the reader feel cold” (Wright, 
‘How’ xxxi) if a thing is cold, that is, as cold as the iceburg sunk and hidden below the surface.
　　The growing concern of exposing the black man’s inner psyche and his huge unconscious part 
hidden below the surface further developed to take an effective form―the symbolic underground 
setting―in Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man (1952), Wright’s “The Man Who Lived Underground” 
(1944) and Amiri Baraka’s (who, at that time, was writing under the name LeRoi Jones) Dutchman 
(1964). The underground setting in these three works is, as the critic Helene Keyssar wrote, 
“intriguingly effective” (153) because: 
It is a subterranean world in which the natural and artificial, the ordinary and bizarre combine to 
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disorient the audience, while allowing for the acceptance of events that might not be believed in 
the world above. That Ellison, Wright, and Baraka should all exploit the “underground” as setting 
suggests, too, its particular power as metaphor for the doubleness and duplicity of American 
society. (Keyssar, 153)
For Ellison, in Invisible Man, the world aboveground is a chaos where whites and blacks are “invisible” 
to each other not because blacks wear the mask but “simply because people refuse to see” (3) blacks. 
Viewed from the underground refuge of the protagonist, it is a world where even the meekest-looking 
Negroes ever “keep up the good fight” and remain “a traitor, . . . a spy in the enemy’s country” and 
where, in turn, they always carry with them a symbolic message from whites, saying, “To Whom It 
May Concern, Keep This Nigger-Boy Running” (Ellison, Invisible Man 20). Ellison attacks whites 
by claiming that this peculiar condition of invisibility is “because of a particular disposition of the 
eyes” of whites and because of “the construction of their inner eyes, those eyes with which they 
look through their physical eyes upon reality” (3, emphasis original). As for black people, he gives a 
positive but rather ambiguous view of their invisibility, which enables blacks to see the world from 
their “unseen” inner depth, from the underground space in their psychology.
　　Like Ellison’s assertion of the ironic visibility of the invisible underground, Wright’s “The Man 
Who Lived Underground” also presents the high visibility of the similarly nameless protagonist, who 
gradually discovers the reality of the world and of his own deep self in a way we never see in the “dark 
sunshine aboveworld” (141). Wright’s focus, however, is on the discovery of the nameless but boiling 
force within the black man’s inner self. It begins when the protagonist is attracted or rather invited by 
the powerful stream of underground sewage:
A throng of tiny columns of water snaked into the air from the perforations of a manhole cover. 
The columns stopped abruptly, as though the perforations had become clogged; a gray spout 
of sewer water jutted up from underground and lifted the circular metal cover, juggled it for a 
moment, then let it fall with a clang. (114)
His decision to descend into the sewage is made, just as in Bigger’s murder of Mary, both in the 
realistic situation where he is chased by the police and in the “dreaming” and “unreal” (115) 
condition where it is as if he were following his old memory or as if he were returning to the “womb” 
(Fabre 133). He has in his mind a vague fear, his rational and conscious warning against “an irrational 
impulse” (116) attracted by the dangerous power of the underground current, which he unconsciously 
identifies with himself, his own inner urge for action, violence and manhood. Through the symbolic 
encounter with such underground (therefore collective) images as death, robbery, and violence, he 
reaches a formless but strong notion that he has always been “guilty.” He is guilty of hiding and lying, 
guilty of his hidden urge for violence and, therefore, guilty of being black. He is guilty of possessing 
the unperishable will to live as a human being and to recover manhood, guilty of revolting against “the 
dead world of sunshine” (134), “a wild forest filled with death” (139). And finally, because of his urge 
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to make known his discovery of the innate and unconscious reality “which had been forgotten by the 
conscious mind, creating in one’s life a state of eternal anxiety” (143), he is killed.
　　Amiri Baraka in Dutchman, the main concern of this paper, is obviously influenced by those 
authors mentioned above to a varied extent and seems to give his own interpretation and solution to 
their common themes. Of the two works which share the underground device with Dutchman, the play 
seems to have more direct ties to “The Man Who Lived Underground” than to Invisible Man, although 
Baraka undeniably draws upon Ellison’s concept of the historically created “invisibleness” and its 
visibility. Whether or not Baraka took some direct hints from Wright’s novella (which had originally 
appeared in Accent in 1942 and its enlarged version in1944, but it was not until 1961, just three 
years before Dutchman was first produced, that the novella was published in Wright’s posthumous 
collection of short stories Eight Men and began to be widely read and discussed2), Dutchman exhibits 
several astonishing features similar to, “The Man Who Lived Underground” and in contrast to 
Invisible Man. The protagonists of Wright and Baraka have a boiling undercurrent urge for action, 
whether it is unconscious or conscious, while Ellison’s is always observational. Wright’s and Baraka’s 
heroes come out of the underground “womb” or the hiding shell to speak out their true selves, while 
the “invisible man,” after his painful lessons in the upper world, goes “hibernating” down into the 
underground cellar with the vague recognition of his identity of invisibleness. And the two heroes’ 
deeds of coming out lead them further to the similar ends; their murders by the symbolic power of the 
outer world, both being shot or stabbed in their “chests.” The world exterminates those who are “trying 
desperately to become a man” (Baraka, Home 188).
　　What distinguishes Dutchman from those other works written before Baraka’s is that he 
characterizes the white female antagonist Lula as a fuller parallel to the black protagonist Clay and 
gives her a more fully expanded role. Baraka puts both of the two characters, who represent two 
different streams, two cultures, two separate worlds within one country, into the same subway car, 
letting them sit side by side all through the play as they continue to seek and expose the reality of each 
other. Baraka’s dramatic space is created by this clashing of the two forces, this whole continuity of 
condensed moments of tension.
　　In Dutchman, the action and the “suggestive gestures” (Lacey 80) of both characters 
unconsciously “tell a truth which the words would conceal (Bigsby, Critical 399). The play’s 
underground setting, with which some critics have shown their concern, is “the attempt to describe the 
reality . . . lying under the surface” (Bigsby, Confrontation 144). The setting, together with the title 
Dutchman and Baraka’s stage directions, also suggests several ritualistic and mythical implications: “In 
the flying underbelly of the city. Steaming hot, and summer on top, outside. Underground. The subway 
heaped in modern myth” (3). These refer to the legend of the “Flying Dutchman,” doomed to sail 
forever and which “never emerges from its darkness” (Nelson 54); the American historical myth of “a 
Dutch man of War, which brought the first Black slaves to North America” (Williams 107); the image 
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of the “steaming hot” underground Hell (Benston, Baraka 157); the “demonic parody of the Edenic 
myth” (Benston, Baraka); the image of the “underbelly of the city” as a modern tomb into which an 
Everyman goes3; the historical legend of the “underground railway which assisted runaway slaves in 
their way from the South to the North” (Brown 143-44); and so forth. Moreover, these richly implied 
mythical features are “not unrelated” (Sollors 130) to each other, but they are all linked together to 
help depict “the mysterious depths of body, mind and society” (Nelson 54).
　　Criticism on Amiri Baraka is more than controversial―it is chaotic―partly because, as Theodore 
Hudson, who wrote the first full-length critical work on Baraka, puts it, “Where one stands on the 
question of whether Jones is a racist or an angry realist depends―subjectively and objectively―
upon one’s orientation and attitudes” (93). Some commentators simply reject and sometimes threaten 
Baraka; some assert enthusiastically Clay’s exploding speech; and some “reduce the text to mere 
allegory” (Benston, Baraka 150). In most cases, this chaotic situation seems to have resulted from 
critics’ failure to grasp the play’s plurality, the whole relationship between the setting, the stage 
directions, the dialogue, and the action. My concern in this paper is to discuss this plurality, that is, to 
show how Baraka exposes Clay’s complex psyche of hiding and the hidden, Lula’s similarly multiple 
roles of illusion and reality, and how Baraka dramatizes the plural qualities of his characters in a richly 
associated underground setting.
II. Clay’s Hiding and Lula’s Seeking
　　Amiri Baraka’s chief intention in Dutchman， as the setting suggests, is to expose the black 
man’s inner psyche. The emphasis on his psychology is seen in the stage direction that “only his seat 
is visible” (4) throughout scene I. The black man’s underground reality is “heaped in modern myth” 
and hidden in many layers of his false images such as hollowness, passivity, amiability, and strong 
sexuality. They are forged images just like the name of the protagonist Clay.
　　The first image to be peeled off is the veil of modernity about black life in the city. A man is “sitting 
in a subway seat, holding a magazine but looking vacantly just above its wilting pages” (3). There is 
no sense of color shown in the beginning of the play, nor is it necessary that the man should be black. 
Just as his name gives the immediate impression of lifelessness or hollowness―as well as the implied 
image of the original human Adam, who is made of clay, as some commentators have pointed out4
―Clay looks like any urban modern man with no action or motivation, a type of character that has 
been presented repeatedly on stage in the modern theater. At least when he is sitting alone, the scene 
is colorless and placeless; however, upon the appearance of a white woman Lula, the audience soon 
knows that the play is about a black man and the place is America.
　　At the moment that Clay notices a white “woman’s face staring at him through the window” 
(4), the audience’s familiarity with the image of modern man is broken and replaced by a particular 
tension. This tension can be instantly felt by the audience (Keyssar 155) and by any constituent of 
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American society because it is the historical tension or “myth” created in the particularly American 
black-white relationship. A white woman is regarded as the symbol of white sacredness and is 
therefore “forbidden” (Peavy 12) and should be protected by any means from the black man, whose 
manhood has been threatened and suppressed (Baraka, Home 221). This racial tension having been 
created on stage, the man becomes the black man; he is not the modern man sitting vacantly in a 
subway car but the black man hiding underground in his private den. Clay instinctively knows that he 
has been involved in a critical situation and feels extremely tense because, as the playwright himself 
explains in an essay in Home:
　　The black man is covered with sex smell, gesture, aura, because, for one reason, the white man 
has tried to keep the black man hidden the whole time he has been in America. These were heathens 
that were brought over in the slave ships, or savages, or animals, they were―are you kidding?―
definitely not men, not human. And when the possibility arose that these animals really might be men, 
then the ballcutting ceremony was trotted out immediately, just to make sure that these would-be men 
wouldn’t try any funny stuff (especially not with the real men’s old ladies). (226)
When the white woman further smiles at him, Clay gets so embarrassed that he loses control of 
himself:
The man smiles too, for a moment, without a trace of self-consciousness. Almost as instinctive 
though undesirable response. Then a kind of awkwardness or embarrassment sets in, and the man 
makes to look away, is further embarrassed, so he brings back his eyes to where the face was, but 
by now the train is moving again, and the face would seem to be left behind by the way the man 
turns his head to look back through the other windows at the slowly fading platform. He smiles 
then; more comfortably confident, hoping perhaps that his memory of this brief encounter will be 
pleasant. And then he is idle again. (4)
The unusualness of Lula’s deeds and the uneasiness in Clay’s behavior in the opening scene are 
powerful enough to prepare the audience for Baraka’s extraordinary underground devices in the 
play which are all aimed to expose the black man’s hidden reality which the audience cannot see 
aboveground.
　　The brief but nightmarish encounter through the window is suddenly turned into the actual 
contact and clash in Scene I when Lula enters the subway car, this time physically, and walks straight 
down toward Clay with apparent intention to sit next to him. Clay’s first reaction on noticing Lula 
is “smiling quizzically” (5). Clay knows that now he cannot escape the situation as he did at the 
previous optical encounter. Here, between the embarrassed black man and the invading white woman, 
a “game” (Benston, Baraka 151) begins, a deadly serious game of “hide-and-seek.”
　　Clay’s role as a hider is best shown by his symbolical attire of a “three-button suit and striped 
tie” (18) worn in the “steaming hot” summer. He apparently sweats both on his skin and beneath it, 
making “a hopeless effort to fan himself” (5); but in the shell of his clothing, he desperately tries to 
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hide his very color and his inside self. This twenty-year-old fresh human body is covered with “clay,” 
at least on the surface of his skin.
　　Clay continuously tries to hide behind elaborate masks. Considering the different situation 
he faces each time, he chooses the most fitting of his masks of a meek and harmless Negro, that of 
a sexually strong and, upon request, lustful black male, and that of a member of the black middle 
class, a good black citizen in the white society. The whole set of Clay’s reaction is aimed to soothe 
the potentially tense relation with Lula, to make everything soft and cool. Clay behaves falsely, 
speaks falsely and, as a result, denies himself, as all black men have done so in their history just 
because, as the critic Sherley Ann Williams pointed out, “the survival of the Black man in America 
. . . is predicated upon his ability to keep his thoughts and his true identity hidden” (105) behind the 
carefully worn masks.
　　In spite of some critics’ assertion that Clay is an expert hider (Hudson 152), there still remains 
some doubt about his “ability” to control himself and keep his true self hidden deep in a hard shell. 
Though trying to react rightly to Lula, he sometimes makes his response before he realizes what it 
really means and what its effect is.
Lula: [Starts laughing again]
Now you say to me, “Lula, Lula, why don’t you go to this party with me tonight?” It’s 
your turn, and let those be your lines.
Clay: Lula, Why don’t you go to this party with me tonight, huh?
Lula: Say my name twice before you ask, and no huh’s.
Clay: Lula, Lula, why don’t you go to this party with me tonight?
Lula: I’d like to go, Clay, but how can you ask me to go when you barely know me?
Clay: That is strange, isn’t it?
Lula: What kind of reaction is that? You are supposed to say, “Aw, come on, we’ll get to know 
each other better at the party.”
Clay: That’s pretty corny.
Lula. What are you into anyway?
[Looking at him half sullenly but still amused]
What thing are you playing at, Mister? Mister Clay Williams? (16-17)
The twenty-year-old Clay has not yet grown up as a man―both in the normal sense of manhood and 
in the sense that he is still an apprentice learning to be a completely fake black man with a hard mask 
and built-in reactions. He has not had enough initiation in his life and therefore is not as experienced a 
game player as Lula, a “thirty-year-old white woman” (3), is.
In his “poem for Willie Best” Baraka bitterly writes:4
The face sings, alone
at the top
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　　of the body. All
flesh, all song, aligned. For Hell
is silent, at those cracked lips
flakes of skin and mind
twist and whistle softly
as they fall. (Baraka, Dead 18)
Willie Best is literally an actor, familiar with his assigned roles as a black man and therefore able to 
handle his white audience well. Clay also tries to “look amused” (9) and always “wonders what to 
make of “Lula” (Bermel 245). He vaguely knows that in the modern city “making of” a white woman 
sometimes means being her sex partner. As Lula herself implicitly points out during their naming 
game, however, Clay is “not Willie” (15) yet. He is “too pretentious” (15), that is, too conscious and 
too awkward, to be an actor like well-known early Hollywood star Wiliie Best, who specialized in 
playing the stereotypical roles White America expected of the subservient black servant. Instead, he is 
just “trying to grow a beard” (8). At least on Clay’s side, the game of hide-and-seek is a child’s game 
in which he has to cope with a fully grown-up white woman who, on her side, believes that she knows 
Clay very well.
　　Lula the seeker is a sexually mature “beautiful woman” (5). She first peeps through the window, 
“begins very premeditatedly to smile” (4), and, after making sure of Clay’s embarrassment, enters his 
underground hiding place. Her seemingly “strange” (Dukore 165) and “crazy” (Reed 55) behavior is 
actually calculated beforehand for a single purpose: it is all meant to touch the core of Clay, threaten 
his false appearance and make his inner self sweat with uneasiness.
　　In addition to her status as an adult and her range of experience, Lula has several other 
characteristics of her own in contrast to Clay’s role-playing, and they are necessarily equipped for her 
purpose of seeking and revealing his reality. Quite unlike Clay, for example, Lula has some freedom 
of action, straightforwardness of manner, and some nakedness or naturalness, which is typically 
shown in her “summer clothes” worn quite fittingly in the “steaming hot” summer. Furthermore, in 
their dialogue, Lula occasionally presents some truth about Clay, as we have seen in her revealing 
Clay’s apprenticeship by her own words “trying to grow a beard.” Lula is not quite like Ellison’s 
whites, who simply “refuse to see” blacks. In Dutchman, Lula is “searching” (7) Clay out and she 
embodies the white desire to know about what the black man hides and what he really is.
　　Lula knows that Clay is hiding. She rides on the subway car with a “net bag full of paper books, 
fruit, and other anonymous articles” (5), because she believes that throwing her knowledge at Clay is 
the most effective way to get closer to his core. Her knowledge of the black man is wide-ranging but is 
all about the “type”: “I told you I didn’t know anything about you . . . . You’re a well-known type” (12). 
Lula’s is not a personal knowledge but her people’s collective knowledge about the black man. Lula’s 
collective quality is given its form by her continuous changing of roles throughout the play. She is 
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“an actress” (19) and acts as a hard oppressor, as a soft-attitude liberal and as a “Bohemian woman” 
(Sollors 118). This multiple role of Lula, which some critics have mistaken as a “(genuine) neurotic” 
attitude (Dukore 165 and Weales 138), is simply a result of the anonymousness of her “knowledge.”
　　As the train moves, roaring and giving the play a “sense of speed” (3), the game of hide-and-seek 
also gains its speed. Clay, though the unwilling partner of the game, does his best to handle the white 
actress of the ever-changing roles. Not only does he “keep pace with Lula’s shifts and feints” (Benston, 
Baraka 159), but he also sometimes dodges Lula’s verbal blows with his particular rhythm of the 
blues, which is the cultural product of his people. In a situation almost completely controlled by Lula, 
the black man Clay throws improvised and implicit counterblows (Ceynowa 17) to the anonymous 
type images forged by Lula. Clay’s response “Thass right” (15) at the end of the name game, in which 
Lula has difficulty in guessing Clay’s name, is, as Keyssar points out, “a parody of her image” (159), 
that is, a parody of Lula’s vain effort to label Clay’s name as a type. Another example is seen in his 
answer “My grandfather was a night watchman” (18), which functions as a counterblow to Lula’s 
obsession with type-words “Your grandfather was a slave.” (18). This is Clay’s rhythm, his means of 
the mental survival in the midst of the suffocating hiding.
　　However, this “sense of speed” created by both Lula’s role-changing and Clay’s dodging is never 
felt to be smooth or harmonious; instead, their dialogue jerks spasmodically just like the subway train 
which reaches “one terminus . . . reverses itself and speeds back towards the other with brief pauses” 
(Nelson 54). This jerking rhythm is effectively aimed at enlarging the spectator’s “lack of knowledge 
about Clay and Lula” as he “cannot predict the next line . . . the next event of the play” (Keyssar 157) 
or the relationship between the characters. Clay and Lula essentially cannot communicate further than 
throwing sporadic truths at each other.
Lula: Or at least I know the type very well. And your skinny English friend too.
Clay: Anonymously?
Lula: [Settles back in seat, single-mindedly finishing her apple and humming snatches of rhythm 
and blues song]
What?
Clay: Without knowing us specifically?
Lula: Oh boy.
[Looking quickly at Clay]
What a face. You know, you could be a handsome man.
Clay: I can’t argue with you.
Lula: [Vague, off-center response]
What?
Clay: [Raising his voice, thinking the train noise has drowned part of his sentence]
I can’t argue with you. (12-13)
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Clay eventually cannot make a real argument with Lula and continues his effort to lead the 
conversation to topics about anything but himself. Lula, in spite of her desire to induce Clay’s truth, 
cannot allow him to get ahead of her. Whenever Clay leads the conversation by an act of his own 
will, Lula resumes control. It seems that, by some instinctive or built-in function in her body, she 
establishes and maintains a delicately balanced order based on Lula’s action and Clay’s reaction.
　　At the end of Scene I, Baraka’s “masterful sense of rhythm” (Lacey 73) reaches a peak when he 
makes his characters mock the order they themselves have created and maintained. It is a mocking of 
an order based on all false subservience, peace, freedom, and democracy:
Lula: And yea for America where he [Clay’s father] is free to vote for the mediocrity of his 
choice! Yea!
Clay: Yea!
Lula:  And yea for both your parents who even though they differ about so crucial a matter as the 
body politics still forged a union of love and sacrifice that was destined to flower at the 
birth of the noble Clay . . . . What’s your middle name?
Clay: Clay.
Lula:  A union of love and sacrifice that was destined to flower at the birth of the noble Clay Clay 
Williams. Yea! And most of all yea yea for you, Clay Clay. The Black Baudelaire! Yes!
[And with knifelike cynicism]
My Christ. My Christ.
Clay: Thank you, ma’am. (20)
The Barakian mockery is “much like that in the drama of Beckett and Pinter” (Benston, Baraka 155) 
and also much like that in the modern jazz scene in the 40’s through 60’s. It shows not only“an 
unbridgeable gap between the characters (Benston, Baraka 155), who represent the two separate 
worlds in one country, but also the dramatist’s irritation especially at Clay’s sickness. Clay is sick 
because he shares the black man’s traditional dilemma described by DuBois, that is, the duality 
of black heart. Baraka, one of the new “verbal jazz men” (Miller 300), relentlessly attacks Clay’s 
effort to become an old type bluesman, because his elusive Negro mask will never put an end to 
his confinement in his private den or pen, within which he remains forever in the condition of 
psychological slavery.
　　In the first half of the play, the two players―the hider and the seeker―reach a dead end. In 
order that their game may proceed to expose fully Clay’s real self, Lula inevitably plays the role of a 
seducer. She tries to touch his manhood, which Clay has suppressed most consciously.
III. Exposure of Clay’s Hidden Voice
　　In addition to its effectiveness in depicting Clay’s hiding in the underground den, the play’s 
subway setting is highly suggestive of the black man’s reality hidden but simmering in the hellish 
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situation of “steaming hot, summer on top” all around him. As a result of Lula’s insistent seeking, 
Clay’s deep unconscious finally explodes in his long and powerful speech near the end of the play. His 
inner world is, as Nelson writes, “the psychological world of suppressed wishes always threatening 
to erupt” (54) through the surface. And, consequently, Clay’s human message is found to be quite 
different from what Lula has expected and supposed his manhood to be.
　　In Scene I, Lula the seeker is sure that there is something deep inside Clay’s psyche, though 
she does not know exactly what it is. Her lack of knowledge about Clay’s core is suggested by such 
ambiguous words as “I bet you’re sure you know what you’re talking about” (11). She is firmly 
convinced from the first that Clay’s hidden core is related to his manhood. Entering the subway car 
“eating an apple very daintily” (5), Lula clearly intends to induce Clay’s sexual reaction by boldly 
asking him, “weren’t you staring at me through the window” (6) . . . “down in the vicinity of my ass 
and legs?” (7). She continues to insult Clay by throwing at him her “anonymous” racial knowledge 
about the black man’s sexual desire: “I guess you were just taking those idle potshots. Nothing else 
to do. Run your mind over people’s flesh” (7). Sometimes her knowledge is taken from the “books” 
in her “netbag,” possibly including the episode of Trueblood’s incest from Ellison’s Invisible Man: 
“You tried to make it with your sister when you were ten” (9). In spite of Clay’s effort to evade her, 
Lula increasingly focuses their conversation on Clay’s hidden manhood because she believes she will 
succeed if she pursues it more and more intently:
Lula: What are you into anyway?
[Looking at him half sullenly but still amused]
What thing are you playing at, Mister? Mister Clay Williams?
[Grabs his thigh, up near the crotch]
What are you thinking about? (16-17)
　　 It is obvious that Baraka characterizes Lula, who is ten years older than Clay, as the seducer 
of a “twenty-year-old Negro” (3) at his turning point from boyhood to adulthood. Not only does she 
have an apparent image of Eve the temptress5 who corrupted the clay-made Adam (“Eating apples 
together is always the first step”) (11), but her name itself also sounds somehow sensuous. The name 
Lula refers to her attempt to “lull” (Peavy 14) Clay, using “loose singsong” (11), and “humming” (12), 
into some dream-like world, and consequently to entice him to expose his subconscious. Seen in this 
context, her staring at Clay at the beginning of the play may possibly be meant to hypnotize him. All 
of Lula’s deeds in Scene I are aimed at pulling out Clay’s hidden manhood and, as Lula’s last word 
shows, to “Groove!” (21) something unknown to herself.
　　Scene II finds that “Clay’s tie is open. Lula is hugging his arm” (22). Within the short break of 
“Black” (21) between the scenes, Clay seems to have been involved deeper into Lula’s hypnotizing. 
He is now half in a dream; half of Clay is attracted to Lula, and, like a person unconsciously moving 
his mouth in a dream, he talks about the party because Lula, a white woman, is a “dream deferred” 
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(Martin 62) for the black man in the American racial myth. Baraka explains in Home:
For the black man, acquisition of a white woman always signified some special power the black 
man had managed to obtain (illicitly, therefore with a sweeter satisfaction) within white society. 
It was also a way of participating more directly in white society. One very heavy entrance into 
White America. (No matter if any of these directions said “Love.”) (223)
Now, Clay half dreams the realization of the black middle-class ambition, a wish for the sexual 
assimilation with the “hip” white girl. His consciousness is numbed to the extent that he feels “this 
subway is slow” (26). He has lost his “sense of speed” and the rhythm of the skillful dodging and 
improvisation.
　　The other half of Clay, however, still tries to resist Lula’s enticement. Though not as wary 
as before (he at first does not notice that other passengers have got on), Clay―or, more correctly, 
something inside his body―still fears the complete involvement with Lula and makes an instinctive 
effort to escape the approaching danger:
Lula: After the dancing and games, after the long drinks and long walks, the real fun begins.
Clay: Ah, the real fun.
[Embarrassed, in spite of himself]
Which is . . . ?
Lula: [Laughs at him]
Real fun in the dark house. Hah! Real fun in the dark house, high up above the street and 
ignorant cowboys. I lead you in, holding your wet hand gently in my hand . . .
Clay: Which is not wet?
Lula: Which is dry as ashes.
Clay: And cold?
Lula: Don’t think you’ll get out of your responsibility that way. (24-25)
Clay cares much about other passengers, who comprise the actual outer world around him. When he 
notices them enter the subway car, his body stiffens, and he “looks quickly, almost involuntarily, up 
and down the car” (25). His smiles become awkward and “shaky” (26) while Lula further describes 
what she and Clay are to do in her room after the party. Thus, as the “organism” of Clay’s body resists 
his thorough entrapment into the relationship with Lula, his collective memory checks his personal, 
middle-class wish for assimilation.
　　As Lula finds herself succeeding in her scheme of enticing Clay only on the personal level, she 
inevitably begins to focus on his collective attitude toward the outer world, making use of other riders 
of the coach, who have come closer to them now. Lula hysterically throws her “things out of her bag 
into the aisle” (30), that is, throws her anonymous knowledge not only to Clay but, this time, to other 
people at random intending to involve them into the game of hide-and-seek. Other riders are the real 
society surrounding Clay, and, therefore, at the moment of their participation, “the private drama 
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becomes the public ritual” (Nelson 54).
　　Lula’s assault moves to the abuse of the black man’s inside, his collective core. She sings some 
blues with mockery with a voice and an attitude which are loud and hysterical enough to be audible 
and to amuse others. Clay’s inside is unbearably irritated by the wrong exposure of the precious 
cultural jewel of his race to the outer world. Lula’s offer to dance, “Rub bellies” (30), in front of the 
people makes Clay finally “determined to give a kick out of proceedings” (30). Despite Clay’s last 
effort to escape the critical situation by playing another safer game of “Snow White,” “Who’s the 
fairest one of all?” (30), however, Lula proceeds to abuse his black mother: “Do the gritty grind, like 
your ol’ rag-head mammy.” (31), “Forget your social-working mother for a few seconds and let’s 
knock stomachs.” (31) and “Let the white man hump his ol’ mama” (32). These attacks on the black 
man’s vulnerable core are effective enough to let Clay’s deep memory, his hidden shame, anger and 
irritation come up at last, breaking through all the falseness of his every day life.
　　Clay, beyond fear, decides to quit the game of hiding and to act naturally as a human being. He 
orders Lula and takes control of the conversation: “Lula! Sit down, now. Be cool” (31), “Oh, sit the 
fuck down” (32). Only at this moment do Lula’s words “you’re just a dirty white man” (31) and “Uncle 
Tom. Thomas Wooly-Head (32) penetrate Clay and make him take action because he has already 
taken off the hard shell of the inhuman mask. Lula continues her role of the “actress” until we see her 
most effective “action” of dancing with a drunken passenger and struggling with Clay the black man, 
and her most dramatic “words” of screaming “Let me go! Help!” (32). Lula has created the extreme 
situation in which she is beyond Clay’s control and Clay himself is beyond his own restraint. Lula 
finally succeeds in making Clay act; he goes up to her “half stumbling” (32), grabs her, drags her back 
to the seat, slaps her and speaks out. Lula seems to have won the game of seeking; at least the hiding 
is over.
　　In his long explosive speech, Clay reveals his hidden knowledge both about Lula and about 
himself. He has very clear thoughts about the white people’s attitude and their way of thinking, and 
he also understands and fully explains the collective psyche of his own race. Clay expresses them not 
in the indirect way he has done in Scene I, with his fake role of the old blues man, but, this time, in a 
straightforward manner and in natural and explicit language, hiding in no place, wearing no mask.
　　First, Clay “unmasks” (Islam 50) Lula’s anonymous and shallow knowledge about him, pointing 
out that she never understands the black man’s real life and its meaning, his history, his complex 
behavior and his not so simple psyche.
Just shut up. You don’t know what you’re talking about. You don’t know anything. So just keep 
your stupid mouth closed . . . . Shit, you don’t have any sense, Lula, nor feelings either . . . . You 
don’t know anything except what’s there for you to see. An act. Lies. Device. Not the pure heart, 
the pumping black heart. You don’t ever know that. (33-34)
Clay, throughout his speech, does not mention anything about what Lula believes his manhood to be 
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in sexual terms, especially in the relationship between the black male and the white female. A wish to 
possess a white woman might occur in his numbed consciousness and the personal ambition, but there 
is no real desire for her in Clay’s deeper and collective reality:
You great liberated whore! You fuck some black man, and right away you’re an expert on black 
people. What a lotta shit that is. The only thing you know is that you come if he bangs you hard 
enough. And that’s all. The belly rub? You wanted to do the belly rub? Shit, you don’t even 
know how. You don’t know how. That ol’ dipty-dip shit you do, rolling your ass like an elephant. 
That’s not my kind of belly rub. Belly rub is not Queens. Belly rub is dark places, with big hats 
and overcoats held up with one arm. Belly rub hates you. (34)
What Lula has done to make Clay tense at the beginning of the play is a historically created myth. 
And Lula, who has said Clay was staring at her “ass and legs” is a “liar” as she herself has admitted. 
Baraka, through Clay’s speech, is rejecting and negating the American racial myth, and it is in this 
context that the two characters “won’t be acting that little pageant” (37) Lula has outlined before.
　　Clay proceeds to tell the truth about black existence in America. The blues singer Bessie Smith is 
really “saying, ‘Kiss my ass, kiss my black unruly ass’” (34). Bessie’s “black unruly ass” represents 
not only her historically suppressed relationship with her own man, but also her natural human psyche, 
which is hard to control. It is a disobedient, never conforming human spirit and a never ceasing desire 
for freedom. Bessie’s unruly blackness, as well as any black man’s “pumping heart,” has existed all 
the time: “Before love, suffering, desire, anything you can explain, she’s saying, and very plainly, 
‘Kiss my black ass’” (34-35). This is quite similar to the irrational and, therefore, basically human 
urge deep in the heart of Wright’s heroes in Native Son and “The Man Who Lived Underground.” In 
other words, the “feeling” and “sense” the black people have ever maintained might be regarded as 
the “Dionysiac” forces.5 They are the counterpart to Lula’s controlling, restraining and interpreting 
mechanism, that is, the “Apollonian” rationalism of White America. Clay’s speech, with its “brutal 
and naked street idiom” (Lacey 81) in it, explodes to show the “rich energetic black life beneath the 
oblivious mainstream” (Benston, Baraka 22), while Lula’s spasmodic, and Clay’s own clownish, 
language manifests the falseness of the modern Western culture, which “has increasingly lost faith in 
its language” (Benston, Baraka 38).
　　Clay’s irritation and anger come from the overwhelming situation around the black man, in 
which he suffers from the self-sundering dilemma between this Dionysiac reality and the “Negro 
sickness” of the mask wearing. He utters the bitter truth:
A whole people of neurotics, struggling to keep from being sane. And the only thing that would 
cure the neurosis would be your murder. Simple as that. I mean if I murdered you, then other 
white people would begin to understand me. You understand? I guess not. If Bessie Smith had 
killed some white people she wouldn’t have needed that music. She could have talked very 
straight and plain about the world. No metaphors. No grunts. No wiggles in the dark of her soul. 
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Just straight two and two are four. Money. Power. Luxury. Like that. All of them. Crazy niggers 
turning their backs on sanity. When all it needs is that simple act. Murder. Just murder! Would 
make us all sane. (35)
This shocking, oft-quoted and controversial passage must not be taken literally as it has been by many 
commentators with their too simple conclusion of judging Baraka as a cold-hearted military agitator-
racist.6 Instead, it must be seen in the light of the protagonist’s human agony. When Clay says, “I 
could murder you now. Such a tiny ugly throat. I could squeeze it flat” (33), it seems better for us to 
follow here and in Clay’s speech, the example of the critic Henry C. Lacey, who explains a similar 
line “Cut the [white] mothers’ throats” from Baraka’s poem “Black Dada Nihikismus”:
The violence he [Baraka] proposes for them [the white people] must be seen in symbolic terms. 
He wants to choke them, i.e., cut off their voices, the articulation of their deathly “thought.” He 
says. Finally, . . . that he no longer receives sustenance from them, hollow men that they are. (60, 
emphasis original)
The true meaning of Clay’s violent speech is that he wants simply to “shut the hell up” and to alienate 
himself from the false rationality of the “loud whore” (35). He is trying to “cut . . . [the] ties,” (Baraka, 
Slave Ship 143) and finally to free himself from the outer forces which have long determined the black 
man’s physical behavior and his mental reaction.
　　Clay, in Dutchman, is the agonizing young black man at the moment of his choice. He must 
choose either to stay with the “fantasy . . . blues people” (36) of insanity (“Let me be who I feel 
like being. Uncle Tom. Thomas. Whoever. It’s none of your business.”) (34) or to adopt the cold 
Western rationalism for the ironic but “sanitary isolation” (36) from the Western influence. In the 
latter case, there are the vague possibilities of black independence, black self-consciousness and, in 
this context only, black manhood. They are possibly regained only by negating all his false identities 
and by recreating at the self-conscious level his own standard of thinking, his own way of life, his 
own history. After speaking out what has always been inside of his collective psyche,7 however, he 
chooses cynically the former: “I’d rather be a fool. Insane” (35). “Reaching for his books” (36) and 
trying to 1eave the train, Clay abandons his “responsibility” for his manhood and independence and 
gives up rebuilding the “man to man” (Baraka, “Philistinism” 52) relationship with Lula or anybody. 
He apparently intends to continue role-playing in his real world (Lacey 82) and to continue the never 
ending game whose players are always “man and something else” (Baraka, “Philistinism” 52) 1ike an 
actor, parrot, old blues man or “clay.”
IV. Exposure of Lula’s Hidden Role
　　Lula’s murder of Clay at the end of the play makes him precipitously fall a victim. Clay thinks he 
has hidden well and spoken well. He “has said his piece” (Bermel 249) in his explosive speech and, he 
believes, has won the game. The game is not really over, however, until we hear Lula’s “businesslike” 
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voice “I’ve heard enough” (36) and see the action of her plunging “a small knife . . . into Clay’s chest. 
Twice” (37). This is the only real violence throughout the play. It is the real murder, different from 
Clay’s slapping Lula or his verbal violence, both of which are actually meant to “keep the violence 
down.” (Bermel 249) Clay has not anticipated his sudden end, because he thinks he has chosen to be 
“safe with my words, and no deaths” (35). He has not understood Lula’s true aim and role.
　　In Clay’s speech itself, there are several hints of his failure. First of all, his speech is only the 
result of Lula’s insistent inducement. It can hardly be said to be his spontaneously positive action, but 
it is rather a passive reaction: “let me talk” (33). Secondly, his failure comes in the act of speaking 
itself, using “words” which are “twice removed from reality.” (Lacey 82) Clay’s tragedy lies in his 
choice of “words over action.” (Lacey 82) The inner thing in Clay is the Dionysiac urge for natural 
actions of a human being; nevertheless, the means he has taken is ironically the Apollonian words, 
the same futile Western thing that Lula represents. Clay simply explains his inner things by words, 
not cutting the tie of the false relationship between himself and the outer world. In Dutchman, Baraka 
leaves Clay in a condition where he remains unaware that he never regains his manhood unless he 
consciously and decisively ceases to play the ro1e of hiding himself.
　　Clay’s speech has indeed unmasked Lula’s limited knowledge of the black man, but, more 
importantly, his speech has a sacrificial value in that he, by becoming a victim, reveals to the audience 
Lula’s final role as a destroyer. Clay’s death consequently exposes the hellish reality of the bloody 
chaos which is hidden beneath the surface of the order that Lula and Clay have consciously built.
　　Lula, who is on stage during almost the whole procedure of the play together with Clay, is 
essentially meant to demonstrate what always confronts a black man, what really surrounds him. 　
She is, therefore, America.8 The playwright himself once wrote about what she is in “LeRoi Jones 
Talking” in Home:
She is not meant to be a symbol [in the way demented academicians use the term]―nor is Clay
―but a real person, a real thing, in a real world. She does not represent any thing―she is one. 
And perhaps that thing is America, or at least its spirit. . . . Lula, for all her alleged insanity, just 
barely reflects the insanity of this hideous place. (Baraka, Home 187-88)
The American society “intends for” a black man “the death forces.” (Baraka, Home 179) And Lula 
actually kills Clay. Seen in this light, Baraka’s careful characterization of Lula, along with the highly 
suggestive words and actions he gives her, leads us to a new understanding of the meaning of the 
play’s antagonist and that of White America.
　　In spite of her showing her body, her sexual chatter and her seductive pose, the essence of Lula 
is far from that of a female image but rather a potentially paternal one. Not only does Lula have the 
physical power of a “lady wrestler” (12) in her hands, but she also mentally and almost instinctively 
keeps on acting (that is, never reacting), ordering and controlling her power over the dialogue, which 
might be seen in the master-slave relationship (Nelson 57 and Rice 44) or, in other words, the man-
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nonhuman relationship. And at the very beginning of the play, as the critic Werner Sollors points out 
(118), the stage direction shows Lula’s sexless and mechanical image which is contrasted to “the 
man” Clay: “The man looks idly up, until he sees a woman’s face staring at him through the window; 
when it realizes that the man has noticed the face, it begins very premeditatedly to smile (4, emphasis 
added). As Lula herself confesses, she is lifeless: “I’m nothing, . . . don’t you ever forget it” (19). Or 
Lula is, in actuality, the “old” woman whose hair is “turning grey” (13). Beneath the fresh skin of a 
“tall, slender, beautiful woman” (5), she is approaching death.
　　It is apparent that in the dead or aging image of Lula, Baraka implies the declining and decaying 
white civilization9 or, at least, Lula’s fear and obsession of her death. Lula, an all-knowing or actually 
“the most ‘informed’” (Clurman 384) cynical Bohemian girl, thinks that she does not have the 
productive ability any more except for the endless talking about the futile sexual game of the “party.” 
She is irritated by Clay’s ceaseless “change change change. Till, shit, I don’t know you” (28). Clay 
and his race keep moving forward while Lula and her society stay in the hopeless “stasis,” (Bigsby, 
Confrontation 145) deploring “How could things go on like that forever?” (28). Lula, the modern 
sensitive white girl, envies Clay, and it is this envy from which “her hatred” (Bigsby, Confrontation 
145) toward the black man comes.
　　Lula’s envy and hatred develop into such an extreme obsession that the only way to extend 
her life is to take the energy and life-force out of the black male. Lula believes that she has some 
supernatural power―seen, for example, in the hypnotizing eye-power thrown at Clay through the 
window. She occasionally performs the role of an old, grey-haired witch (Sollors 129) like one in, 
“Snow White,” offering a poisonous apple: “You want this?” “Sure (11). Her strange foretelling in the 
dialogue also shows her belief in witch-like knowledge, some of which proves to be false, as we have 
seen in previous chapters.
　　Eventually, Lula comes to play the role of executing some ghostly “powers of death and 
destruction,” (Williams 106) as several critics have mentioned, and, most fittingly, that of a “vampire,” 
(Nelson 57) living underground literally. Her wearing sunglasses, viewed from this point, suggests 
that she is not an intruder into Clay’s underground den, but rather that she is another underground 
occupant. Obsessed by the murderous idea, Lula wanders the underground, which is the dead world of 
the city’s “entrails” (Casimir 307) or, as hinted in her own word, a tomb (“Juliet’s tomb”) (26), which 
is her den.
　　Completing the murder of Clay, Lula resumes the game of hide-and-seek in which she 
continuously plays the role of a seeker and in which young black men repeatedly play that of the 
hider. This cycle is seen in the appearance of another “young Negro of about twenty” (37) whose fate 
can be easily imagined because of Lula’s giving “him a long slow look” (37) of hypnotization, similar 
to her “very premeditatedly” smiling at Clay at the beginning of the play. In addition to Lula’s “quick 
scribbling” (37) in her notebook after Clay’s murder, there are some other hints, in her own words, of 
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the cyclical repetition of Lula’s deeds. For example, Lula utters the sudden phrase “keep me alive” (27), 
the meaning of which Clay is unable to catch:
Clay: Keep you alive? I don’t understand.
Lula: [Bursting out laughing, but too shrilly]
Don’t understand? Well, don’t look at me. It’s the path I take, that’s all. Where both feet 
take me when I set them down. One in front of the other. (27)
Lula is saying here that she and her society are in the last stage of their “path” they “take.” Clay also 
fails to understand Lula’s will to survive, a hard fact of America, which Clay should have recognized 
to avoid his end suggested by Lula’s words.
　　The white girl, with her obsession to be a vampire, approaches Clay with a single aim of sucking 
blood and life out of him. Lula, entering the subway car, “hangs languidly from the strap” (5) and 
“swings down onto the seat, pushing her legs straight out as if she is very weary” (6). She believes 
that she needs energy to support “too much weight” (6) for her wilting strength. Her target is always a 
young and black male. From Baraka’s viewpoint, the black race, unlike the other immigrating groups 
that have assimilated themselves into American society so deeply as to have become “just another 
dead American” (Baraka, Home 115), “can never honestly enter into the lunatic asylum of white 
America” (Baraka, Home 93). The black American “alone does not run” the risk of giving up selfhood 
and forfeiting his soul (Lacey 59). Baraka explains the reason for the energy of the African-American 
culture, especially that of the music:
There was always a border beyond which the Negro could not go. . . . There was always a 
possible limitation to any dilution or excess of cultural or spiritual reference. The Negro could 
not ever become white and that was his strength; at some point, always, he could not participate 
in the dominant tenor of the white man’s culture, yet he came to understand that culture as well 
as the white man. It was at this juncture that he had to make use of other resourses, whether 
African, sub-cultural, or hermetic. And it was this boundary, this no-man’s-land, that provided 
the logic and beauty of his music. (Baraka, Home 114)
Also Lula’s victim must be young, as we see her wait for the old conductor to pass by before she gives 
her long gaze to another Clay in the last scene. She is not interested in the old Willie-Best-like actor 
“with his little dance and the mumbled song” (38). Her target is exclusively another twenty-year-old 
Negro, a novice in the game, who is not fully self-conscious and still “trying desperately to become a 
man.”
　　Clay’s value for Lula the vampire or “Lena the Hyena”10 is best shown in his human quality in 
contrast to the inactive condition of the other riders of the coach. Lula has absolute power over the 
subway passengers and controls them easily, because they hide themselves behind newspapers, get 
drunk to escape, or sleep in safety. They are all mentally dead and buried in their underground graves. 
If Lula is an underground vampire, they are similarly “zombie-like” (Lacey 80) creatures. Lula 
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knows that the young and black Clay is different from them and that he is not as completely dead as 
those black and white passengers who are the “apathetic . . . mass of Americans” (Rice 53). Clay still 
maintains some freshness of his life and has not lost the desire for freedom: he is “an escaped nigger” 
(29) from Lula’s America.
　　One of the reasons for Clay’s failure can be seen in his fruitless act of delivering his speech to 
those “onstage audience” (Bermel 246) of the dead people. They only respond to Lula’s order and 
“never speak and have no will of their own” (Bigsby, Confrontation 142). They are just hiding in 
their cave of safety, waiting for the storms―Clay’s violent speech and Lula’s final action―to pass 
by. Lula’s words, “you fool!” (33) just after Clay starts to speak, are correct enough to point out the 
futility of his verbal action.
　　Finally, the naked reality of America emerges in the total image of Lula. Lula is a character who 
is real but, at the same time, who represents the sickness of America or that of what Clurman calls 
“our civilization” (383). As Williams writes, Lula is the slave ship “Dutch man-of-war,” and “what 
the Dutch man has given [=the cursed system of slavery] the Dutchman [=Lula] also takes away (107). 
The title’s slave ship image is also linked to the Flying Dutchman11 with Lula as the captain and other 
passengers as “Lula’s crew” (Williams 107). Whichever symbolism we accept in helping to explain 
the play, Lula’s America is in reality cursed for its “Original sin” (Sollors 131) from the moment that 
African men and women were brought to the promised land, cursed forever with its never-ceasing 
“unconscious racism” (Rice 57). Unconsciously, that is, deep in her built-in mechanism, Lula is a 
“genocidal” force (Rice 42); she “detects” (Bigsby, Confrontation 145) and acts as an “agent” of the 
“ordered conspiracy (Bigsby, Confrontation 145). Her scribbling in the notebook might be one of 
her strategies for seducing and victimizing another black life. Lula, “the mainstream mentality” of 
America, does not know “what a Negro is,” and she “keeps asking, ‘What does the Negro want?’” 
(Baraka, Home 186) By dropping “it in her bag” (37), the note (collected information) is an input into 
the liberal knowledge of America.
　　Lula keeps killing the possible life-forces who have “crawled through the wire” (29) or, as 
Baraka writes, “the only revolutionary force in America today” (Baraka, Home 151); then, the result 
is the heap of all the dead bodies. In Dutchman, America is a “courtroom where black people are on 
trial endlessly with always the same sentence” of death (Baraka, “The Descent” 51) and where Lula 
plays all the roles “as prosecution, witness, judge, and jury (Ceynowa 17). Baraka, using the Ionesco-
like ending, warns of this crisis, in which America could be a real cursed ship with all its crew dead.
V. Examination of Barakian Messages
　　The underground setting in Dutchman contains the three main symbolical meanings which have 
been discussed above: Clay’s conscious hiding, his hidden voice and Lula’s hidden reality. And the 
important thing is that the reason for Clay’s death is linked to each of those underground themes. First, 
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Clay essentially fails to achieve human health by hiding his “pumping black heart” under the black 
middleclass guise and assimilating the attitude of “neurosis” (Kaufman 450). Secondly, although 
his explosive speech unmasks Lula’s superficial knowledge of the black man and her deeply rooted 
racism, the speech itself is nonetheless accidental and passive and, therefore, proves to be powerless. 
Thirdly and most directly, Clay’s death is caused by his inability to recognize Lula’s concealed role 
as a killer. Connecting all these together and putting them on the single subway-car stage, Baraka 
succeeds in dramatizing the total existence of the black man and the deep truth of his surroundings.
　　When Baraka, a versatile writer who is known as a poet, novelist, and essayist as well as a 
playwright, chooses the dramatic genre, he is apparently much concerned with the audience. By 
exposing the hidden truths of the two characters and also manipulatively presenting the mentally 
dead train-passengers who act as the onstage audience, the dramatist intends to break “the barriers 
between actors and [real] audience, the stage and the street” (Kaufman 457). Baraka demands that the 
real spectators of the play catch the meaning of Clay’s death and, consequently, he excites them into 
action, whether physical or mental.
　　What Baraka primarily offers the audience to discuss in Dutchman is the matter of black survival, 
which he has developed from Richard Wright’s rather shapeless message of unconscious anger and 
violence. Richard Wright attacks and “protests” against the black man’s surroundings where there is 
a tragic alternative: hiding in submissiveness for the physical survival at the expense of mental health 
or exploding his humanity accompanied by the high risk of actual premature death. In Dutchman, 
however, even Clay’s careful hiding is partly the cause of his death. As Larry Neal points out, “Clay 
is doomed when he allows himself to participate in Lula’s ‘fantasy’ in the first place” (217). In other 
words, Clay is responsible for his death for the very reason of participating in the dangerous game 
of hide-and-seek. His―hopefully―safer choice of “no deaths” is found to be ineffective and he is 
unexpectedly murdered. The Barakian world in Dutchman gives the black man no alternative but 
hiding in “spiritual suicide” and, at the same time, ending his life by “actual murder” (Kaufman 450).
　　Obviously Baraka rejects Ralph Ellison’s cynical but somehow assertive view of underground 
hiding. Ellison’s invisibility sums up, as Margolies puts it, “the whole range of pain and pride” of the 
black experience in America (191). Baraka dares to reject the “pride” and insistently concentrates on 
the “pain” in Dutchman. Ellison writes about the cultural treasure of the “tough people” who have 
“endured and survived” (Ellison, “Blues People” 60) the slavery system: 
The blues speak to us simultaneously of the tragic and the comic aspects of the human condition 
and they express a profound sense of life shared by many Negro Americans precisely because 
their lives combined these modes. This has been the heritage of a people who for hundreds of 
years could not celebrate birth or dignify death and whose need to live despite the dehumanizing 
pressures of slavery developed an endless capacity for laughing at their painful experiences. This 
is a group experience shared by many Negroes, and any effective study of the blues would treat 
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them first as poetry and as ritual. (Ellison, “Blues People” 62)
Ellison, emphasizing the survival of black people, asserts that their human soul has been kept alive 
in the various kinds of black culture, especially in their “capacity of laughing.” On the other hand,　
Baraka does not give so assertive a view of the whole range of black culture. He takes “laughing” as 
an assimilating pose to the whites, an unhealthy mask-wearing and hiding. To Baraka, the “comical” 
part of Negro “culture” inevitably leads the black man both to mental suicide and to unexpected 
victimization.
　　Baraka’s theatre dares to “accuse and attack” (Baraka, Home 221); it refuses to be accused and 
sentenced in the “courtroom” of America and it also rejects the “values” of the “laughing” with the 
eluding mask. The target of Baraka’s attack is especially the weaker aspects of black culture, which he 
regards as the mentality of the black middle class. It is this mentality that Clay, at least his ambitious 
surface, is eager to acquire and that finally prevents his human development, Baraka constantly attacks 
the desire of black bourgeoisie or those who are psychologically descended from “house niggers” 
(Baraka, Home 73), their desire to merge or “integrate” into the mainstream America because it 
brings about the “softening of the black man and woman” (Baraka, Home 224): “To enter into the 
mainstream of American society the Negro must lose all identity as a Negro, as a carrier of possible 
dissent” (Baraka, Home 145, emphasis original).
Clay is at the moment of his choice between the “pumping Black heart” and the assimilating desire 
of the black middle class and, in this sense, Dutchman is essentially a play “about the difficulty of 
becoming a man in America” (Baraka, Home 188). Clay proves that the refusal to participate in the 
game of hide-and-seek is difficult, but also that it is still the only way for the black man to avoid being 
a victim and to avoid losing his identity. If Clay, or another young man like him, does not quit the 
game at the age of twenty, which is the real turning point in his life, he will keep on playing forever: 
he may become a Willie Best, giving up his manhood forever, or another rider of Lula’s coach, being 
assigned to accompany her trip with no will or identity of his own.
　　Though the messages of Dutchman are indeed directed to both white and black audiences, it 
is obvious that the intensity of the playwright’s appeal is directed much more sharply at the latter 
audience. Baraka shocks the white spectator by relentlessly revealing the hideousness of the situation 
and “seeks to educate white society to the feelings and situations” (Williams 104) of a black man. 
Baraka demands that the white audience sharpen its sensibility and to see the duplicity or multiplicity 
of black existence in America:
. . . for every item in the world, there are a multiplicity of definitions that fit. And every word we 
use could mean something else. And at the same time. The culture fixes the use, and usage. And 
in “pluralistic” America, one should always listen very closely when he is being talked to. The 
speaker might mean something completely different from what we think we’re hearing. (Baraka, 
Home 170-71)
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Baraka uses the word “we” in this passage because the appeal of catching the multiple meaning of 
one’s surroundings is directed to the black audience, too. To the black audience, on the other hand, he 
appeals for “consciousness replacing sensibility” (Jeyifous 130). The playwright seeks to raise and 
widen their consciousness by presenting the death of the tragic hero.
　　To the black spectator, the vampire image of Lula gives two profound meanings: the vampire is 
both in subway car and in Clay’s own mind. First, the black man cannot “hibernate,” as the Invisible 
Man does, in the underground den, because it is no longer a safe hiding place. The vampire lives 
underground. Additionally, the “train,” in the black American tradition, has been an image of hope. 
This is seen, for example, in the Negro spiritual sung by Bigger Thomas’ mother in Native Son:
Life is like a mountain railroad
With an engineer that’s brave
We must make the run successful
From the cradle to the grave. . . . (Wright, Native 9)
The “train” has sometimes symbolized a spiritual escape from the sheer situation and also sometimes 
an actual running-away, as seen in the “underground railway” in the days of slavery. However, 
Dutchman’s train is far from this traditional image; Clay’s subway car is a murderous and haunted 
place. The dead body of Clay is simply disposed of from the train by, “zombies,” and the vampire 
stays in it, waiting for another victim.
　　Secondly, the black man must seek and exterminate the inner obstacle, that is, the real vampire 
living inside of himself and sucking his blood and energy. It is this inner vampire that prevents the 
black man from pursuing his true manhood and humanity. Seen in this way, Lula’s mechanical and 
characterless image can also lead to the interpretation that she functions as a mirror on which we can 
see Clay more clearly. She reflects his “difficulty” to become a true man and exposes, by means of her 
role as a seeker, the potential danger of his inside sickness. Clay is not murdered; rather he commits 
suicide by choosing to be “Insane. Safe with my words” (35).
　　Baraka proceeds more and more intently to hunt this inner vampire in his later works. For 
example, Black Man, in Madheart (1966), stabs his opponent Devil Lady, who represents not the 
absolute evil of the outer world but the self-denial of the black man and woman themselves: Black 
Man’s own false sexual identity and his mother and sister’s desire for assimilation, imitation and, 
finally loss of their identity. Baraka’s real message to the black audience is that Clay should never 
have played hide-and-seek; instead, he should have begun a totally different game of haunt-and-seek. 
It must be the black man, this time, who seeks (not hides) and hunts the haunting inner vampire.
　　Thus, Baraka’s theatre offers the black audience a complete change in their way of thinking 
and attitude. Baraka threatens the black spectators by the death of the young Clay and asks them to 
“abandon certain of the ideas, values, plans and aims that they have traditionally nurtured” (Hudson 
49) and that have created their false identity. The play’s final concern is, as Sherley Ann Williams puts 
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it, “with a denial . . . of heroism” (111). Clay, as a black man, is always facing a barrier of spiritual 
insanity, that is, the negatively conscious hiding which denies heroism, and he is also confronted by 
“a barrier against the sanity which can only bring death” (Williams 110). It is a huge abstract wall 
standing both inside and outside of the black man. The black man must penetrate this double-layered 
wall. The heroism which Baraka proposes is very much like that of Ahab, who makes an effort to 
break through the huge wall symbolized by the white whale and see what is beyond it:
All visible objects, man, are but as pasteboard masks. But in each event―in the living act, the 
undoubted deed―there, some unknown but still reasoning thing put forth the mouldings of its 
features from behind the unreasoning mask. If man will strike, strike through the mask! How can 
the prisoner reach outside except by thrusting through the wall? To me, the white whale is that 
wall, shoved near to me. Sometimes I think there’s naught beyond. But ’tis enough. He tasks me; 
he heaps me; I see in him outrageous strength, with an inscrutable malice sinewing it. (Melville 
Chapter XXXVI)
The crew of the Pequod consists of people of various races, and Ahab is, very similarly to the 
legendary “Dutchman,” on board the doomed ship of the melting pot of America (or, more universally, 
that of the Globe). However, Ahab is a fighter, a seeker of the unknown, haunting evil because he 
“piled upon the whale’s white hump the sum of all the general rage and hate felt by his whole race 
from Adam down” (Melville Chapter XLI). In Dutchman, Baraka, with his “faith in Melville” (Baraka, 
Home 119), offers the black man the chance to take Ahab’s heroism, an “active process”12 for breaking 
down the huge obstacle and gaining “sovereignty and independence” (Baraka, Home 250), without 
which he can never restore his lost manhood and humanity.
　　Baraka appeals to black people for a real change in both themselves and their situation; 
accordingly, his theatre is the “Revolutionary Theatre.” It “exposes” (Baraka, Home 210) a deep and 
inner reality from the underground, from inside the real black human body. It “shows up the insides 
of these humans, looks into black skulls” (Baraka, Home 210). For this purpose, consequently, it 
“must take dreams and give them a reality” (Baraka, Home 211). The wall cannot be penetrated by the 
“inarticulate” and “blind instinctual” (Williams 103) rage and violence that Bigger Thomas feels; it 
can be abolished only through self-consciousness, a much stronger and more articulate will-power. In 
this sense, a significant reason for Clay’s failure in his speech itself lies in the fact that he has exposed 
only the black man’s unconscious, speaking as a mere result of Lula’s hypnotizing and lulling, as if he 
were in a dream. Clay’s exposure of the black collective unconscious is indeed expressed much more 
clearly than Bigger Thomas’ wordless and blind instinct, but still it is not developed self-consciously. 
Clay fails to “take dreams and give them a reality,” and as a simple result, he literally cannot take a 
real action. Baraka proposes that black people negate their condition of being “unconscious captives” 
(Baraka, Home 240) in white America and move further into the acquisition of self-consciousness, 
which Baraka seems to suggest in such phrases in Home as “Black Consciousness” (241) and “Black 
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National (and Cultural) Consciousness” (245). It is not until the black man regains this positively 
conscious mentality that he will begin to “take control” (Baraka, Home 249) over his life and destiny.13
　　Finally, Dutchman is about the modern society of America “simply because America is the only 
place the American Negro exists” (Baraka, Home 111). It is the whole society of America, if not the 
whole race of mankind, that faces the huge wall of its unsolved racial problem. Clay, an agonizing 
young black, cannot hide underground nor simply get off the train. What he needs is the heroism 
to take his underground (unconscious) reality and raise it up to the aboveground (conscious) level. 
Baraka also subtly suggests Lula’s deeply hidden agony, and America’s true grief, as we have seen in 
her own words “How could things go on like that forever?” She is “a product of the establishment, of 
the great white power structure”14 and, somewhere in her monstrous mechanism, she wishes to get out 
of this hopeless situation. “Dutchman,” the ghost ship that used to be a slave ship, is not specifically 
either of the characters but the situation of modern America.15 And both Clay and Lula must break 
through their own walls and molds and stop the game of hide-and-seek which means for them the 
never-ending “estrangement” (Keyssar 151) from each other. Otherwise, they will forever keep on 
asking like Norman Mailer: “will we survive?”16
Notes
　　1. According to Carl Gustav Jung, we experience “a peculiar emotional intensity; as though 
chords in us were struck that had never resounded before” whenever a “particular set of circumstances 
is encountered.” And “at such moments we are no longer individuals, but the race” (818). Also, in The 
Emperor Jones, O’Neill seems to have adopted “the race,” which Jung meant for “all mankind,” into 
a particular ethnic group.
　　2. For details, see McCall 166.
　　3. About “tomb,” see Casimir 307. About “an Everyman,” see Reck 67.
　　4. For example, see Adams 118 and also Reck 67.
　　5. Benston discusses Baraka’s play Slave Ship (1967) by using Nietzsche’s terms “Dionysiac” 
and “Apollonian” (Benston, Baraka 254, and Benston, “Aesthetic” 73).
　　6. For example, Weales writes, comparing Baraka with Baldwin, “Jones’s [i.e., Baraka’s] work 
… is more concerned with the care and feeding of hate,” while Baldwin’s “contains a plea for love” 
(135).
　　7. Nelson points out that Clay has “emptied himself through language (as if the words were 
sperm)” (57).
　　8. Costello wrote, she [Lula] is of course America, especially white liberal America who 
interferes with black man. (438)
　　9. Hudson wrote, “grey symbolizes the white life style [in Baraka’s works] and, concurrently, the 
common connotations of ugliness, spoilage, death. In Dutchman, Lula’s hair is grey” (71).
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　　10. Casimir analyzed Lula’s own words “Lena the Hyena” and pointed out that Lula is a 
“Medusa-like creature”:
Lula, on the other hand, first identifies herself to Clay as “Lena the Hyena,” a comic-strip 
character created by Al Capp a quarter-century ago; this is an image from the playwright’s 
childhood, an image that epitomized physical ugliness and repulsion to the point that one glimpse 
of Lena’s awful countenance would flatten an ox. That is to say that she is inhumanly, if not 
supernaturally, repulsive. (303)
　　11. Sollors pointed out this linking:
These two dimensions of the play’s title are not as unrelated as they may seem. The connection 
between the Flying Dutchman legend and the slave trade is actually older than the motif of 
redemption through love, which was added to the myth by Heinrich Heine and Richard Wagner. 
In 1811, the Scottish poet and collector of folklore, Dr. John Leyden, imputed the Flying 
Dutchman curse to “the first slave ship which commenced the slave trade,” in what is probably 
the first printed occurrence of the word “Flying Dutchman” in the English language. (130)
　　12. The words of the black psychiatrists, William H. Grier and Price M. Cobbs, in  Charles D. 
Peavy’s “Myth, Magic, and Manhood in LeRoi Jones’ Madheart” 12.
　　13. Baraka’s word “self-determination” may apply in this sense of self-consciousness. He defines 
“self-determination” as “the right to choose one’s own path. The right to become exactly what one 
thinks himself capable of.” (Baraka, Home 70)
　　14. Baraka’s own words in Phillips 212.
　　15. Baraka’s own words in Sollors 288.
　　16. Schneck writes:
Probably Norman Mailer’s characterization of Jones [=Baraka] at a recent benefit is the best 
explanation of Jones’ purpose, his raison, and a fair description of his true talent. That night 
at New York’s Town Hall, Mailer said that Jones had written the best one-act play in America 
(“Dutchman”) and went on to say, “Who is this man, why are we here, will we survive? Thank 
you.” (201)
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